SHOWCASE STAGE BOOKING AGREEMENT

DATE OF EVENT: Saturday March 17, 2018
VENUE: Come and Take it Live (2015 E. Riverside Drive)

BOOKING REPRESENTATIVE: _____________________________
ARTIST/GROUP NAME: __________________________________
CONTACT NUMBER: _____________________________________
EMAIL ADDRESS: _______________________________________

Terms of Agreement
I understand that I am booking and signing up the artist/group that’s listed
above. Blueprint Showcases are professionally organized and may be filmed
for television broadcast, DVD distribution and or internet viewing purposes.
My presentation must be high quality and represent the best performance
possible! My performance does not have to be edited but only edited
performances will be televised on networks who do not accept explicit
material. My group must be checked in on booked showcase no less than 1
hour prior to the start of the event. Performance time will be given out at
check in and in some cases times will be released online but this varies with
each event. The event’s itinerary must be followed and violators will not be
able to perform! My artist/group will not be able to participate if everyone is
not checked in and registered by said time! NO EXCEPTIONS!!!! Each
member in my group must have a ticket for entry. A selected amount of
tickets come with each showcase and extras must be purchased if needed.
This includes artists, manager and other staff members. All participation fees
must be paid in full by payment dates and all funds are non refundable.
Blueprint Showcases will have a promotional vending booth and all
participants will be allowed to have merchandise sold. Blueprint Showcases

will retain 40% of all sales. Blueprint Showcases retains all rights to set
selling prices and will have total control of booth. Merchandise can include
cd’s, DVD’s, t-shirts and any merchandise pertaining to the participating
artists only. An individual merch booth can be purchased as an Add On and
artists/groups will retain 100% of sales. I will hold Blueprint Showcases
harmless of liability or responsibility for any claims of damages, losses or
injuries to equipment, property or personnel.
Time Slots: Blueprint Showcases will run a tight ship regarding time
allotments for showcases. When host announces performers the set time
begins! Music and microphones will be faded 5 seconds prior to time ending.
THERE ARE NO EXCEPTIONS!
Panels: Panel times are strict and Q&A sessions will be timed so everyone
gets a chance to participate. Music submissions must be on a flash drive and
be professionally labeled with artist name and contact info. ONLY
ARTIST/GROUP THAT SIGNED UP CAN BE REPRESENTED OR INCLUDED ON
SUBMISSIONS. If guidelines are not followed then submissions will be
rejected.
Cancellations or Event Changes: In the event that our showcase is
cancelled, rescheduled or moved to different location, all showcase slots will
be rescheduled and original agreement will be honored. We are unable to
offer refunds but guarantee that all services will be provided as per
agreement. In the event that a host or industry rep cancels, Blueprint
Showcases will have the discretion to replace said person with someone of
equal or greater status.
I have read and understand the above information on the previous 2 pages
and I agree to handle business accordingly.

______________/____________
Manager/Agent Print/Sign

__/__/__
Date

__________________________
Charles Byrd (Blueprint Rep)

__/__/__
Date

Payments can be made online at
http://www.jumponitevents.com/sxsw

**You will receive a signed copy from
Blueprint Showcases confirming
participation once payment is made**

